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"Equality in employment will not happen unless we make it happen."  
— Judge Rosalie Silberman Abella, Royal Commission on Equality in Employment, 1985

This leadership diversity study examined the demographic diversity of deans of faculties and schools at 
Canada’s U15 research universities. The findings suggest that in 2017 the university leadership pipeline in 
U15 universities remains overwhelming male (68.9%) and white (93.3%). Gender equity: Of the 212 deans at 
U15 universities, 29.2% (62) are white women and 1.9% (4) are visible minority women. Overall men 
constitute two-thirds of the U15 deans: 64.1% (136) are white men, 4.2% (9) visible minority men, and 0.5% 
(1) Indigenous men. Racial equity: There is little racial diversity among U15 deans. Of the U15’s 212 deans, 
93.3% (198) are white, 6.1% (13) visible minorities, 0.5% (1) Indigenous. Equity at the intersections: 
Indigenous women and visible minority women are significantly underrepresented among U15 deans, and 
data are not available for persons with disabilities. Despite three decades of employment equity, diversity 
and inclusion policies and programs, leadership diversity in Canadian universities remains elusive. The AWA 
strongly urges universities, their recruitment firms, and nominations and selection committees, to close the 
diversity gap by removing structural barriers, addressing cultural cloning, and identifying unconscious biases 
that impede leadership diversity. 

To learn more, visit our website at www.ualberta.ca/~awa
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